
What is your long-term strategy 
for excellent teaching? 

Over the past eighteen months, ESTYN’s message about ‘excellent’ teaching 
is that it’s not about a one-size-fits-all concept of what an excellent lesson 
looks like. 

You can decide how to teach - so long as you can evidence sustained and 
sustainable approaches to ensure that students are engaged, learning well 
and making excellent progress over time.

But there’s a broader message that can sometimes get sidelined by the 
challenge of keeping up with all the changes and new frameworks, like the 
new LNF and guidance. 

It’s a message we hear from schools who are experiencing the 
transformational impact of revitalising their approach to teaching and 
learning, and from academics who study the evidence. And this broader 
message is: 

by focusing relentlessly on achieving outstanding teaching and learning in 
every classroom, everything else will fall into place.  

You have the freedom to decide how to teach... so what is your long-term 
strategy for excellent teaching? 

If you want to develop a flexible, 
sustainable, whole-school strategy, 
take a look at what schools are saying about the

Teacher Effectiveness 
Enhancement Programme

VERIFIED 
BY SCHOOLS

Turn over to read
what schools are 

saying...



School success, regardless of context, starting point or phase, depends on an 
effective environment in which teachers and students learn. The Teacher Effectiveness 
Enhancement Programme (TEEP) works by providing a coherent framework that helps 
build a collaborative learning atmosphere and ethos through which the whole school 
community can be re-energised. 

TEEP helps teachers translate and embed effective evidence-based practices, including consistent 
approaches to developing literacy, numeracy and tackling disadvantage, into their classrooms. It is not 
another initiative or one-off course, but an ongoing school-driven approach to deep learning for all. 

The focus shifts from ‘what and how will teachers teach?’ to ‘what and how will students learn?’. 

Academic evaluations and ongoing impact feedback from headteachers across the country show the 
difference that the Teacher Effectiveness Enhancement Programme makes to schools...
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Read more school stories about the impact of TEEP and find out more at 
www.ssatuk.co.uk/teep, or email teep@ssatuk.co.uk to arrange a conversation

Over three years at Freebrough Academy in Cleveland, ‘outstanding’ lessons increased and ‘inadequate’ lessons 
dropped from 20% to just 3%, helping the percentage of students attaining 5 GCSEs A*-C rise from 66% to 91%. 

Adopting the TEEP model has had a very clear impact.
Melksham Oak Community School

Melksham Oak Community School in Wiltshire moved from an ‘unsatisfactory’ grading in 2009 to ‘good’ in 
September 2012, with Ofsted commenting: ‘Teachers have a common language for teaching and learning’, 
and ‘Teaching is good and has resulted in students’ progress improving rapidly.’

There is now a common language for teaching and learning for the whole 
school, with every member of staff involved. There has been cross-faculty 
working and TEEP has been the cement [enabling us] to do this.
Freebrough Academy

It gave us a common language and framework to use when talking about teaching and 
learning, but more importantly it is a holistic approach - more than just a set of ‘top tips’ 
for teachers. It also enables teachers to enhance what they are already doing, rather 
than expecting them to throw out years of practice and experience.
St Laurence’s CE Primary School

St Laurence’s CE Primary School in Coventry was placed into ‘special measures’ in 2011. In January 2013 they 
were inspected again and judged to be ‘good’. The headteacher credits the impetus that TEEP created as an 
ongoing driving force for the school.
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